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Authentic Gender – Jalilah Malika – This class was given in three parts for the Sufi Ruhaniat’s virtual Northwest Sufi Camp 2021 in August of 2021.

Part 1
Part 2
Part 3

Podcasts - Ted Talks - Short Videos

Why gender equality is not just about women | Caroline Strachan | TEDxFolkestone

Gender inequality starts in the home | Matshepo Msibi | TEDxLytteltonWomen

The surprising neuroscience of gender inequality | Janet Crawford | TEDxSanDiego

I've lived as a man & a woman -- here's what I learned | Paula Stone Williams | TEDxMileHigh
From the “Women With Balls” podcast - *Nine years in Yemen - stories from a war reporter*

From the “You’re Dead to Me” podcast - *LGBTQ History*

**Organizations**

[To be added]

**Articles and Short Reading**

*Gender Criticality and the LGBT Community* - Article in Medium Magazine
An excellent article speaking about “Straight Fragility”
https://spiritualfriendship.org/2016/06/29/on-straight-fragility/